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Did you know that only 3-5% of businesses established in the United States ever make it to the $1 million 
revenue mark? Business owners who have achieved seven figures in revenue truly are Elite Entrepreneurs. 

However, growing beyond $1 million in revenue requires you to shift your focus to business building. A new 
mindset is needed. As the owner, you’ll need to upgrade the people, processes and systems in your business 
if you want to progress. Simply doing more of what got you to seven figures is a sure-fire way to burn yourself 
out, stagnate your growth, and become trapped in your own business.

The trouble is that most business owners get pulled into the day-to-day demands of running the business and 
fail to make time to work on building their business. Because you’ve done a good job of growing your business 
to this point, you have more employees, more customers needing attention, and more partner relationships to 
maintain. You thought the growth would bring you more time and money freedom. Instead, you feel more time 
constraints and obsess about whether or not there is enough money in the bank to cover payroll and pay the 
bills.  The weight of it all can be crushing.

At the end of the day, your employees clock out and go home. But no matter where you are, you’re always 
in your business, 24/7. Your business becomes an extension of who you are, and you never really get to pull 
away or have downtime. It feels like you’re the only person in the world who really cares about your business. 
And maybe you feel fear because the future success of your business depends on your mastery of skills and 
activities you’ve never done before. 

Sound familiar?

INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION
At Elite Entrepreneurs, we have developed a proven system to help entrepreneurs grow their companies 
despite common seven-figure roadblocks, transitioning from working in their business to working on 
their business. We’ve successfully helped hundreds of B2B and B2C companies across a diverse range of 
industries, teaching entrepreneurs to become CEOs and teaching business leaders to become unstuck and 
break out of the grind.

One of the ways we do this is through the Elite Entrepreneurs podcast, where Elite Entrepreneurs co-founder 
and CEO, Brett Gilliland, speaks with a diverse group of 7-figure business owners to share their real-life, hard-
earned lessons learned.  He also interviews a variety of experts who share their secrets for powerful business 
growth.

Brett recently shared a special four-part podcast miniseries where he outlined the fundamentals of the Elite 
Business Growth Method. In this document, we share this same proven method with you. 

If you’re feeling stuck and are unsure how to continue to grow your business, and if you’re trapped in the day-
to-day grind and are spending all of your time working in your business rather than on it, the Elite Business 
Growth Method is here to help.

To learn more about how our proven system has helped hundreds of business owners like you transform 
frustration and headaches into freedom and significant growth (2X, 3X, 5X and even 10X growth!), please 
visit us online at https://growwithelite.com/. 

To hear the Elite Entrepreneurs podcast special four-part miniseries discussing the Elite Business Growth 
Method, you can visit the following links:

Part One: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-1/
Part Two: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-2/ 
Part Three: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-3/
Part Four: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-4/ 
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THE ONES AND THREES OF REVENUE
Businesses of all kinds go through common growth stages, at the “ones and threes” of revenue. For example, 
$100,000-$300,000 is one growth period, while $300,000-$1 Million is another. Each time you reach a 
new one or three, your business needs to evolve again to keep growing. What got you to this new plateau is 
insufficient to allow you to keep growing, and so the right combination of your team, processes and systems 
must adapt in order to continue growing.

Each new plateau represents new opportunities and new challenges, as well: the obstacles a six-figure 
business faces are very different from the problems a seven-figure business will encounter. Again, what got 
you to where you are isn’t enough to get you to where you’re going.

Until you reach seven figures in revenue, your focus is most likely on sales and marketing. However, to keep 
growing beyond $1 Million, your attention must shift to people, processes and systems. To do this requires 
Setting the Vision, comprised of three critically important ingredients: Purpose, Values and Mission.

If you’d like to learn more about the Stages of Small Business Growth and you are in the U.S., text the 
word ‘Stages’ to 72-000 to receive an infographic and access to a video with in-depth explanation.  If you 
are outside the U.S., please send an email to info@growwithelite.com to request more information about 
the Stages of Small Business Growth.
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We subscribe to Jim Collins’ definition of Setting the Vision.  Instead of a vague or broad Vision Statement that 
many companies hang in the lobby of their headquarters rarely to be referenced again, we teach leaders to Set 
the Vision by articulating their Purpose, Values and Mission.  Once articulated, everything you and your team 
do should be aligned to your Purpose, Values and Mission.  By establishing these three pillars of Vision within 
your business, you create the blueprints of your company’s future growth. 

Answering these questions is vitally important foundational work that will help inform your decisions and 
guide your business going forward. Your Purpose, Values and Mission should lie at the heart of everything you 
do in your business, from hiring and firing to developing your leadership team.

Again, this is foundational work that cannot be skipped. This is the first step in breaking out of the grind, 
having more fun, gaining more freedom, and continuing to grow. Your Vision should become the core of your 
business, and this is the first step in your transformation from entrepreneur to business leader.

To learn more about Setting the Vision by defining your Purpose, Values and Mission, please listen to part one 
of the Elite Business Growth Method podcast miniseries here: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-
business-growth-method-1/

SETTING THE VISION
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• What is your company’s Purpose? This is all about the ‘Why’ at the core of the business.
• What are your Values? This is all about the ‘Who’ and the ‘How’ of your business.
• What is your Mission? This is all about the specific ‘What’ that you are up to right now.

https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-1/
https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-1/
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In his visionary bestselling book The E-Myth, Michel Gerber teaches that business leaders must spend more 
time working on the business than working in the business. However, it can be hard to imagine having the 
luxury of time to work on your business when it often feels like you’re stuck working the day-to-day grind in 
your business.

At this step, you need to set clearly defined Mission goals to help you define and track your progress toward 
your Mission, and then develop Mission Strategies to help you get there. At Elite Entrepreneurs, we use a 
strengths-based framework to do strategy work.

Your current Strengths to Leverage are strengths within your business today that you must continue to 
leverage to effectively achieve your Mission. Your future Strengths to Develop are new strengths you’ll need 
to develop to supplement your current strengths if you hope to achieve your Mission within the timeframe you 
have chosen.

Make two lists of strengths, one list of strengths you already have, and another of strengths you believe you’ll 
need to develop. Now begins the tough part: narrowing down your lists until you have a very short list of 3-5 
combined current and future strengths. Once you have a short list, these will become your Mission Strategies.  
However, it is important to remember that doing good strategy work can’t happen within a vacuum. You 
need to take into account external market factors that will have an impact on your business while you are 
developing strategy.

STRATEGIC PROGRESS: BUILDING FOR THE LONG-TERM
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Now that you have your Mission Strategies, you can begin establishing your Annual Priorities. Make a list of 
no more than three key Priorities that you and your team will focus on throughout the coming year (in line with 
your Mission Strategies). 

These Priorities should be assigned an owner who is primarily responsible for them, and they also need to 
have clearly defined and measurable Evidences of Success. You and your team must be able to agree at the 
end of the year that you’ve made the intended progress on these Priorities.

Once your Annual Priorities are established, you can then break them down into Quarterly Priorities.  Just like 
with your Annual Priorities, your Quarterly Priorities should have an owner and clearly defined and measurable 
Evidences of Success. The difference between Annual Priorities and Quarterly Priorities is that you will break 
down Quarterly Priorities into the actual work that must be accomplished this quarter (the projects and tasks) 
if we want to deliver the Evidences of Success for the Quarterly Priorities.  We call these projects and tasks, 
‘SMARTs’:

To learn more, please listen to part two of the Elite Business Growth Method podcast miniseries here: https://
growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-2/ 

STRATEGIC PROGRESS: BUILDING FOR THE LONG-TERM
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• Specific
• Measurable
• Achievable
• Relevant
• Time-bound

https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-2/%20
https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-method-2/%20
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First of all, you may find yourself asking what is the most effective balance between focusing on the long-term 
Strategic Progress and the short-term Operational Excellence sides of your business. 

On the way to seven figures, most business owners focus exclusively on the day-to-day aspects of running 
a business, and so any work you do on the long-term strategic progress side of your business is valuable. 
However, a good Rule of Thumb is that your company should be spending around 80% of its total resources 
and efforts on the Operational Excellence side of the business, with the remaining 20% focused on the long-
term enabling work. How you divide up this work is based on your business needs; perhaps most of your team 
will be exclusively working on daily operations while a few key members focus on building the future.

At this stage, being intentional is key. You need to develop people, processes and systems that can sustain 
the Operational Excellence side of your business in order to create the free time needed to work on Strategic 
Progress. Developing your team means you need to learn how to Hire, Lead and Fire to your Purpose, Values 
and Mission. Settling for hiring someone based simply on whether they can do the job isn’t enough, they must 
also fit within the team in a way that furthers your progress toward achieving your Mission.

Once you have the right team in place, it is time to organize the work in such a way that you are giving your 
team members ownership with accountability. You should take the time to develop a future Organizational 
Chart that outlines the specific roles you will need to fill in order to accomplish your Mission. Create these roles 
without considering who is on your current team. Instead, focus on the specific responsibilities of the roles 
themselves.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE: EXECUTING IN THE SHORT-TERM
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE: EXECUTING IN THE SHORT-TERM
Once you have created an accurate picture of what your future organizational structure will need to look like 
at the point of achieving your Mission, that will help you figure out your next key hires.  Then, you can begin 
to assign each role a Big Three, the three key responsibilities for each role, as well as implementing clear and 
easy to track metrics so that your team members can know at any given moment whether they are achieving 
their Big Three. 

These metrics need to be extremely visible and clearly defined, so that your team can regularly self-report 
on their progress. By giving ownership over their Big Three and having your team track and report their 
own progress, you stop being “the boss on the other side of the desk” and start to become an ally that helps 
support your team in their performance and development. This is an important key to breaking out of working 
in your business and moving toward working on your business.

One last component for success in the Operational Excellence side of your business is to implement 
some kind of company-wide dashboard that allows you to track key metrics and numbers each week. 
This information needs to be clear, accurate, and timely; missing or outdated information doesn’t help you. 
Increased visibility gives you the tools you need to make more informed decisions to help you continue to 
progress toward achieving your Mission.

For more on Operational Excellence and the short-term side of your business, please listen to part three of the 
Elite Business Growth Method podcast miniseries here: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-
growth-method-3/
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The final step in the Elite Business Growth Method enables you to take targeted, coordinated action that 
benefits the health and growth of your business, both in the short-term and over the long-term. 

You have Set the Vision, establishing a Purpose, Values and Mission for your business. You have clarified 
the long-term Strategic Progress work you’ll need to achieve your Mission. On the short-term Operational 
Excellence side of your business, you’ve established your future Org Chart and each role’s Big Three, and 
you’ve defined metrics that can help you attain visibility on your progress. Now it’s time to bring everything 
together by establishing a meeting cadence or rhythm to keep everyone on your team in sync on the long-
term and the short-term.

The best way to envision this step is to imagine the two sides of your business, the long-term Strategic 
Progress and the short-term Operational Excellence sides, as a spectrum. 

The meeting rhythm you create will span the entire length of this spectrum. Think of the far left side being 
Strategic, and the far right as being Operational.  We’ll start on the far left of the spectrum with an Annual 
Planning meeting. This meeting should be:

Next from left to right in the meeting rhythm spectrum are the three remaining Quarterly Planning meetings 
during the year. These meetings should be:

FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE THROUGH A MEETING RHYTHM

• A two-day meeting held toward the end of the year
• Offsite, to minimize distractions and help you focus
• Day one will be focused on setting the coming year’s Key Deliverables: Annual Priorities, 

Priority Owners, and Evidences of Success
• Day two will focus on your first quarter Priorities, Priority Owners, Evidences of Success and 

SMARTs, as the first of your four Quarterly Meetings

• Held sometime in the last two weeks of the prior quarter
• Focused on the next quarter’s Priorities, Priority Owners, Evidences of Success and SMARTs
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Toward the center of the spectrum are Monthly Meetings, balanced between long-term Strategic focus and 
short-term Operational focus. At minimum you should hold monthly meetings with your leadership team, 
although a separate, brief monthly meeting with your entire team will help ensure that everyone is on the 
same page. These meetings are:

Next come weekly meetings, fully on the Operational end of the spectrum. These meetings are: 

Lastly, brief daily huddles with your team first thing in the morning are on the far right end of the meeting 
rhythm spectrum and are great for: 

Establishing and holding to this meeting rhythm will help you and everyone on your team focus on progressing 
toward your Mission. Your team will feel more engaged and involved in their own success and the success 
of your business, morale will improve, and everyone will be able to know exactly what they are contributing 
through their Big Three and how the business as a whole is progressing toward your overall Mission.

To learn more about establishing a powerful meeting rhythm, please listen to the final episode of the Elite 
Business Growth Method podcast miniseries here: https://growwithelite.com/podcasts/elite-business-growth-
method-4/

FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE THROUGH A MEETING RHYTHM

• Focused in part on progress toward your quarterly SMARTs.
• Focused in part on progress toward your Operational goals.

• The Monday Morning Meeting (or MMM) where a weekly review of the key metrics for the
business are reviewed by the leadership team.

• Weekly one-on-ones with every single person who reports directly to you.  This includes a
chance for your people to self-report on their Big Three and get any help they need.

• Injecting positivity to start the day off on a good note.
• Discussing where each person’s focus will be for the day.
• Discussing any anticipated challenges or areas where team members may need assistance

Big Three and get any help they need.
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GROW WITH ELITE
We also encourage you to check out the rest of the Elite Entrepreneurs podcast, where host Brett Gilliland 
interviews successful business leaders about their own growth journey and the challenges they faced and 
overcame on the road to business success. You can find the entire Elite Entrepreneurs podcast archive at 
https://growwithelite.com/podcast/.

If you would like to learn more about how Elite Entrepreneurs can help you break through a 7-figure revenue 
plateau, accelerate your growth, reduce the amount of chaos and frustration, and finally experience the time 
and money freedom you really want, we invite you to visit us at https://growwithelite.com to see how we’ve 
helped hundreds of entrepreneurs like you build winning businesses.

We hope to hear from you soon!
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